Outstanding Hall Awards recognize executive positions within Hall Councils and Committee Chairs. Nominees must have been a good leader, a strong motivator, and made outstanding contributions to their Hall Council during their active term. Nominees must also fulfill their position as outlined in the Hall Charter or the RHA Constitution. Below are all the available Outstanding Hall Awards.

- Outstanding Committee Representative
- Outstanding Hall Historian
- Outstanding Hall Treasurer
- Outstanding Hall Secretary
- Outstanding Hall Vice-President
- Outstanding Hall President
- Outstanding Hall Advisor
- Outstanding Committee Chair

Nominations may be filled out by someone who has worked with the nominee or by the nominee themselves. Nominations must not exceed 600 words in length, and must include detailed examples of how the nominee achieved the goals mentioned above.

Nominations will be due to rha@sfasu.edu by April 15th by 5:00 PM. Winners will be announced at RHA’s annual banquet on Saturday April 23rd, 2016.
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